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Introduction

The most fundamental distribution of the exact sampling theory
in normal multivariate analysis is the so-called "Wishart's distribution",

namely the joint distribution of the A.fc(fc+l) central sample moments
£ι

of the second order formed by a random sample of size n drawn from
a fc-variate normal population. This distribution was obtained by
R. A. Fisherα) in 1915 for the special case when k — 2, and the deriva-
tion for the general case was first given, in 1928, by Prof. John
WishartC2), and later various methods of derivation were given by various
authorsc3).

The important statistics in normal multivariate theory are the
classical inter-class correlation coefficient, multiple correlation coeffi-
cient, partial correlation coefficient, and the Hotelling's generalised
Student's ratio T. The exact sampling distributions of these statistics
were derived on the basis of Wishart distribution, and they are well-
known and now are classical.

In 1933, Prof. M. S. Bartlett<4> considered in detail the processes of
derivations of the sampling distributions of some multivariate statistics
from the Wishart distribution and established the "Decomposition
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Theorem" of the Wishart distribution.
Later, in 1947, Prof. G. Elfving(5) considered the problem of deducing

the sampling distributions of the classical statistics in multivariate
analysis in a systematic way, and by the use of the geometrical inter-
pretations of the results of the normal regression theory, he succeeded
in the systematic derivations of the sampling distributions of the
multiple correlation coefficient, Hotelling's T2, Bartlett's decomposition
theorem and some others, but only in the special cases when the null
hypotheses are true.

Prof. G. Elfving's fundamental idea was as follows: if we consider
the conditional distribution of some variables a? l f... ,a? t, for instance,
of the fc-dimensional normal distribution, fixing the other variables
#,+ι» . » # f c » then the regressions of xl9... ,xs on the fixed variables
ff.+i > — > # * are all linear, and therefore the results of the theory of
normal regression are available effectively.

The purpose of this paper is to deiive the sampling distributions
of the above mentioned classical statistics appearing in the multivari-
ate analysis in general cases, following the idea of the conditional
distributions. The diagram shown below may help to understand the
rough idea on the order of derivations and the methods used.

Normal .regression theory ,_,

in fc-variates/case ^ [ Normal reKression theory

~ in univariate case

Normal regression theory in two-variates case

(D Wishart distribution
(2) Multiple correlation coefficient
(3) Inter-class correlation coefficient
© Hotelling's 7'2
© Partial correlation coefficient
© Bartlett's " Decomposition Theorem "

The results which will be presented in the following are all well-
known, but there seems to be some interest in the method used from
the methodological point of view.
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§ 1. Wishart Distribution

The arguments which, will be presented in the following are

essentially due to Prof. D. Fog's idea(ό:).

We shall consider the fc-dimensional row vector variate

which follows the non-singular fc-dimensional normal distribution with

the mean vector

m =(m1 ,m2, — ,mfc)

and the variance-covariance matrix

, where \(J =

The population probability distribution has the probability element

S , (1.

where the symbol dj: is the abbreviation of the differential dxλdxz •••

cία;fc , and $ denotes the transposed vector of £, and the capital Greek

letter, as for example Λ, corresponding to the bold face letter, Λ,

denotes the determinant of the corresponding matrix.

If we denote the conditional frequency function of xλ , given

α, 2 , 9xk9 by

and the conditional frequency function of x2 given a? 3 f ... ,α? f c , by

2?(^2|^3, a?4, — ,α?fc)

and so on, then we have

(Ϋ\( Λ I Λ ^ /7/V* * fra Λ* *\ /7/ϊ* f l SI
* \ Jfc l ΊcJ 3fc—1 Jr \*^fcy ^^fc ' v ^ ^*/

where, of course, pCa?fc) is the marginal frequency function of xk.

Our purpose .of this section is to obtain the joint distribution of

the following -ϊ-A<fc+l) statistics:
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(1.3)

where

is a random sample of size w from the population being considered.
Put

y 7ίΛt

Vn

01.

-..
W.

(1.4)

where the matrix H is the well-known « Helmert's orthogonal matrix ",
i.e.

TJ

]/ n

Λ/n—~L
* n ι/

O Λ
T ~

it is clear

ι/n

-1
w(w-l) i

n—2
f -l I/C

that
M-l

— V •?/u — 2_ι ί/

I/ TO i/ n \/ n

-1 -1 -1
/TO(TO-l) f/TO(TO-l) jXTO(TO-l)

-1 -1 -1
» -lXn-2) ^(n-iχ»-2) ι/(n-iχn-2)

/T -1
fl Λ /0 ^ 2 .v/2-i J

(1.5

iaVla » « ̂  ί ΐ» j = 1» 2, ••• , fc . (1. 6

If we consider the conditional probability distribution of

given y s, where the column vector yt denotes the (n—l)-dimensional
column vector
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tfii N

7 — 1 9 I-, v -L» <£*» t > A/ ,

and. apply the following orthogonal transformation to yl9— , y f c_ l f then
it follows the result, i.e.,

u

/>,w-l

yc

2" = 9 > (1. 7)

where

Σ z- Σ 2 : = l,2,-,fc-l, (1.8)

and the matrix of tranformation is

2 2

—2 —~2 ^ΊΓ

o

V:
2/fc>w,-2 + 2/fcm-l

(1.9)
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which we call the "generalized Helmert's orthogonal matrix" for the
time being.

Next, consider the conditional distribution of

given
which

H*-ι =

V

ΛA+

"V.'.ί..+

Ji 9 JZ ί * > Jk-2

yj£?ι and y f c, and applying the orthogonal transformation of
i the matrix of transformation is

r"! 0 0

o/l) nyCD
f\ £» 3fc 1>2 ί/fc— '•l-jS

^2/^(2+ - +!£?;„,_, ^̂ ,,+ +^L^
Λ / 2/^-1,3+ •" +2/fc-l>?z-l 2/fc-l»22/fc-l>3

^ y^+^L+ .+T/^L^ ^(j412ϊΛ+ "+ι41-)?»-ιXί412ϊ.l+ .'+^L_1)
/ 2 ' 2
/ 01 i « ( . J_o»^l^

0 1 ^ / £/fc — 1» 4 f ι i/ f c — l>w— 1
U Λ/ 2 2 2 . '••

0 0 0

0 0

?/fc-l>w~2 2/fc— 1m— 1

'̂ ^"'J f5'"-1 -̂̂ t "^2/"L"1

''̂ ί̂Γ'̂ ^^
..+^L-J^L+ .+^L-^( 3̂+ +^LB_j^^^^

/ 2/Cl)2 — 2/fc^ 7? 22/fc^ln

1 / 2 2 / *Σ 2 2

•

(1.10)

and we obtain the result
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where

fu

v 2/1. OT,— 1 ̂

y^P =
o/C2>
2/23 .

x ?/22l-Ί >•

'

> 3^fc-2 == 2/fc-2»2

v 2/fc_l w—lJ

(1.11)

w-1
£ —
Si2 —

We continue the similar processes until we attain the vector

(1.12)

bl>fc-l (1.13)

The notations here used will be easily understood by the continuation
of (1. 8) and (1. 12).

Since the transformations used were all orthogonal, it is clear
that

= Σ Si* 9

fc-1

Σ ^
αί=l "

(1.14)

where, of course,

The conditional probability element of .y l f given y 2, , yfc is

1 V w - l Γ 1 w-l -|

= GXP -9-2 ΣQ/i* ^122/2* /3ιfc2/Λα5)
2 p2/ii%i2"'*/i,wπ o"i.23...fc/ L Zcτ1.23...fcΛ=ι J
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where σ-?.23...7,, and βlt, i = 2, ••• , k' are the residual variance of yl9

given 2/2' '^fc and the partial regression coefficients of 2/1 o n ? / * *
ί — 2, •••,& in the population respectively. Therefore, the conditional
distribution of y?"1' has the probability element

+ Σ (/?«»«.+ - +/9^M)I}1 (Zfii-dlL^sS^-cZi^^l, (1. 15)
α=i J J

Hence, we obtain the conditional joint distribution of ξ119 ••• ,^lδ^ι,^lfc,
given y2, — ,y fc-ι, i.e.,

^̂ -/ -
~2~ Γ( I Q-n~fc

), (1.16)

In a similar manner, we obtain the conditional distribution of Ir2ι, ,
iW-i given y3, ,y f t , successively , and finally the marginal
distribution f fcl i.e.,

exp -
2 34.. fc

- ̂ 9 - 2 34. ..fc

-*+1 /M fc +1S— -, — n/ n — tc-i-l. \
A I - ̂ 9 - )

+^2,^3,^2)

^1"1 !̂ - d!a,*_«i(!i,»_i) , (L 17)

( . ttwtuwf , . x
Λ = l ''

-3.4.,. ..t 0—2 — p — M_,.+2 ώcrs.15...j.
— -

_
ώcrs.15...j

1 + Σ (/?342/4« + "' +£«ffc,)* X

18)

(1.19)
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Hence the absolute joint probability distribution of the

variables
: ξ ξ ξt^ 1 ξ

: ξ ξ ξ

«

ς*ι

is given by the product of (1.16), (1.17), (1.18) and ...... (1.19).
If we denote the cofactor of the element λej in the determinant A

of the moment matrix Λ by A.iJ9 and denote the cofactor of the element
\pq of Λu by Λn.,pQ , and so on, then it is well-known that

A

— AH β _ _AU.7< f = 3 ... Jc .

and so on. Whence it follows by easy calculations that

""3.45-.. K n_1

Σ (/3342/4« + - +β«Λ/*.f\
α-l )

(I- 20)

2 b fc l — ^j A " ' «
fc ί,J = 2 A

Consequently, we have

^̂ (ti)...̂ -7Γ 4 1N ΛΓ^\Λ"Vlexp ("T* x ^

(1.21)

for the joint distribution of B.
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Since

and the Jacobian is

_ 9 f c.£ £2 £3 £fc-l £ΐ
- ̂  £lfc£ 2,Jfc-ι&S»fc-2 ...... &fc-l,2bfcl »

the joint distribution of M has the probability element

- A- - M dM , (1. 22)

ι--ι \ 2

where the symbol Λ-1 - M means

&

£τm»
From (1.22) we can easily derive the required Wishart distribution.

§ 2. Normal Regression Theory In Univariate Case.

In this section we shall summarize the main results in the normal
regression theory in univariate case somewhat more precise than those
which are seen in the Iiteraturec7).

Let

be a nxs matrix of fixed variables of rank s, then the sxs matrix
Z'Z is symmetric and positive definite, and consequently Z'Z has a
symmetric and positive-definite square rootC8), which we denote by
(Z'Z)1/2. Further let the column vector

fl =

be a vector of s unknown parameters, and let the vector variate
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q=X-Z β (2.1)

be a random sample of size n from a normal population Λf(0, <τ2), where

is a system of independent observations and η is an error.
The least-square estimate b of β is the value of β which minimizes

S = η'r, = (X -Z.βy(x-Z.βϊ (2. 2)

considered as a function of x, and it is determined by the so-called
" normal equation "

Z' (Λ-Z 6) = 0, (2.3)

therefore we have

fr=(Z'Z)-1 Z'Λ. (2.4)

Representing 6 in terms of the original variate η, we have

b-β = (Z'Zyι.Z' n. (2.5)

In (2.1), substituting β by its least-square estimate 6, we have
the residual variate

y = Λ- Z6 = (/- Z(Z'Z)~ !Z'> 9 (2. 6)

where / denotes the unit matrix of degree n.
The two variates b and y are mutually independent in the

stochastic sense, because the row vectors of their coefficient matrices
are orthogonal with each other(9), i.e.,

(/-z(Z'zrιzo ((z/z)-ι z'y = o
Hence, the minumum value S0 of S and b are mutually independent
stochastically, because

Next, we shall consider the case when the following partitions of
Z and β are given i.e., '

= (Z1Z2), where Zx = , Z2 —
Zr+I,2 Zs2

^ *ln *rn
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and

β =

J. OGAWA

, where ft =
•ft,

I A J
The least-square estimate b^ of ft under the statistical hypothesis

H0: β2=β%, where &=( β$+l] is a certain specified vector,

is the value of ft which minimizes

S* = (x- ZA-

and &!* is determined, by the matrix equation

Z/Z^V =Z1' (Λ-Z2|SS),

consequently we have

(2. 7)

(2.8)

or represented by the original variate *;, we have

61* -A - (Z'Z)-^ +(Z1'Z1)-
1Z1'Z1.(A-«) (2. 9)

The residual variate y*f corresponding to (2. 6), is in this case

z^z/^r^oz^cft-ft0) . (2. ιo)
Hence y* and 6X* are mutually independent in the sense of the pro-
bability, and consequently the minimum value S0* of S* under the
statistical hypothesis HQ and 6X* are mutually independent in the'
stochastic sense.

2. 1 We shall first consider a special case when the orthogonality
condition

Z/Z2 - 0 (2. 11)

between the two partitioned submatrices of Z holds. In this case, it
is easily seen that

whence, from (2. 6) aud (2. 10), we have
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so, we obtain the following relation between y* and y; i.e.,

y* =

If we take as a new variate vector

(2.12)

t«

where

f t l

and the (TO— s)xw matrix £7 is chosen such that the square matrix

=(z1'z1)-
}z/.,, tH i

C=

C7

is an orthogonal one, then it is evident that the variance-convariance
matrix of ξ is σ 2/; i.e.,

Since

and the matrix C was orthogonal, we have

η=C' ϊ,

i.e.,

-*= ZjCZi'ZO'?! +Z2(Z2'Z2)-r2 + 17' ?3 . (2. 13)

and it is clearly seen that the three summands on the right-hand side
of the above equation are mutually independent in the stochastic sense.

From (2.5), (2.6), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.13), we have f

b-β=(Z1'zl)-ίζ1+(z2'z2r^2,
y=

y* =

(2.14)

The variates y and
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are mutually independent in the stochastic sence, and consequently
S0 = y'y and SQ*—SQ = y*fy* — yfy are mutually independent in the
stochastic sense, because

The variate

,)
is distributed according to the so-called " non-central chi-square distri-
bution" with degrees of freedom (s—r) and with parameter

λ - G9a-«yZ'Z.(fc-#) . (2. 16)

If the statistical hypothesis H0 is true, then λ— 0, and consequently
the distribution of the variate (2.15) is the ordinary chi-square distri-
bution of degrees of freedom of (s— r). The variate

is distributed according to the chi-square distribution of degrees of
freedom of (n— s). Consequently, the statistic

__ S0*-S0 _ (y*-yy(y*-y) (2 17,
S0 " y'y ( Lί)

is distributed according to the G-distributioncl03 of degrees of freedom
of (s—r, n—s) and with parameter λ defined, in (2. 16); i.e., its probability
element is given by

f(G}dG - Σ <r - cZG . (2. 18)
- ^ }

.
2 Ί \ 2

If we take the statistic

where the notation (y* — y)c denotes the i-th component of the vector
y* — y, then its distribution is the so-called "non-central ί-distribution";
i.e., its probability element is

2 λ * dt, (2.20)
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where

-L / '•y / Λ ΛO^ /o 01 "\
= —_ (Jζ. ^p^—P2))i (Δ.ΔL)

σ

If the hypothesis HQ is true, then δ—0, and consequently the distribution
of the statistic t is the ordinary ί-distribution of degrees of freedom
of (n—s).

2. 2. The general case. When the orthogonality condition (2.10)
does not hold, we can transform the fixed variables such that

P Q]
0 R\ '

where P and R are r xr and (s — r)x(s—r) non-singular square matrices
respectively and Q is a rx(s—r) matrix and

(2.22)

Since

the condition (2. 22) implies the relation

Z/ZiQ + Z/Z2P = 0 . (2.23)

Let

tfi = P~l βι-P ^QR-iβz, #2 = R~lβ2, (2.24)

and

C£ —

then it follows that

η — Λ — Yx#ι— F2or2,

and the statistical hypothesis #0 β2 — ySs is equivalent to the derived

hypothesis H0: a2 = al (= jR-1 ^8g).

The least-square estimate a of oc, and the least-square estimate

«x* of #! under the hypothesis J?0 satisfy the following relations i.e.

*-• (2'25)

and

α1* = P-ι.&1*-P-1QΛ-ι./8S, (2.26)

If we put
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P Q

0 RΓ

it is easily seen that

0 R'1

In a completely similar manner as in 2.1, we have

where

and the matrix C7 is so chosen that the square matrix

c =
V

is an orthogonal one. Hence also in this case, we have

From (2. 25), (2. 26) and (2. 27), we have

(2.27)

61* -A = p

and

y* = x-

(2.28)

(2.29)

)
(2.30)

(2.31)

The variate
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is distributed according to the chi-square distribution of degrees of
freedom of (n—s) and the variate

o-W- S0) = σ-*(y*'ί-y'y) = *~\y* -&($*-&

^
is stochastically independent of σ-~2S0 and is distributed according to
the non-central chi-square distribution of degrees of freedom of (s— r)
and with the parameter

(2.32)

Hence the statistic

G =

is distributed according to the G-distribution of degrees of freedom of
(s—r, n—s) and with the parameter λ given in (2. 32).

§ 3. Multiple Correlation Coefficient And Inter-class Correlation
Coefficient. In this section, we shall first derive the sampling dis-
tribution of the sample multiple correlation coefficient. The parent
population under consideration is a non-singular fc-dimensional normal
population with means ml9 ,mk and the moment matrix Λ=(λ^).
The population multiple correlation coefficient of the first variate on
the other is

PlC23.. l:> = V I —
Λ

λ ιιΛn '

the corresponding sample multiple correlation coefficient, which we
denote by the corresponding latin letter

is given as follows:
Let

X =

#91
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be a random sample of size n, and further let it be

1

1
= x. , x i = — Σ $i«» * = 1* 2, •••, fc,

2 2

and

then

«,...« = Vl~;

We shall use the notation

o — o ίiτΊf~l *y *ϊ*

throughout this section, unless otherwise stated.
The sampling distribution of r in the special case when p — 0 is

easily obtained and its probability element is

^)r(¥)'
In the general case when p φ O , the derivations of the sampling dis-
tribution of r were given by R. A. Fisherαa\ S. S Wilkscl4:>, S. Nabeya' 15',
and P. A. P. Moran(16:), and its probability element

(3.1)

or represened by means of the hypergeometric function

in—]

, n — I k—'.
9 ~~2Γ' ~2~Li Δi

(3.10
where, of course,

F(a, b, c χ ) = Σ'
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We shall first mention a necessary lemma.

Lemma 3.1.α7) The probability element of the variate

A
 fc

 A A
\ >{c _11 VΊ __l^_i?/τ

is given by

31

'exp -

(3.2)

(3.3)

If we consider the conditional distribution of xλ under the condition
that the other variates xz ,x3, •••, a?j. are fixed, then the variate

where

-/3lftmfc) l, 1 =

is a random sample of size n from the population

The least-square estimate

/Si

is given by

were the matrix X^ is generated, from X by omitting its first column.

The conditional expected value of Alλbl is Λllβ1 , and the variate

) = ̂ ...^-^y.-YMiA-C^i-Si) (3. 4)

is distributed according to the non-central chi-square distribution of
degrees of freedom of (fc—1) and with the parameter

•v * 1 Q t Λ a 1 vi
2-1 (3.5)
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The variate

is distributed, according to the chi-square distribution of degrees of
freedom of (n—K), and further the two variates qλ and q2 are mutually
independent in the stochastic sense. Consequently, the conditional
distribution of the statistic

G = Q = Oi - *!? Xi'AuX^X! - *Q = J*_ (3 6)

is the G-distribution of degrees of freedom of (fc—1, n—k), and with
the parameter λ* given by (3.5). Hence its conditional probability
element is

P/w-1^ \
.. , ~ Γ —s— + *>

The absolute probability element of r2 is obtained by integrating out
from the product of (3. 7) and (3. 3) i.e.,

(3.8)

v/hich was to be proved.
If we put k = 2 in (3. 8), we get

(21 .dr. (3.9)

which is the probability element for the absolute value of the inter-
class correlation coefficient. If we wish to get the probability element
of the inter-class correlation coefficient itself, we must go as follows :

Let it be

αn = nsl , α22 = ns$ and α12 = nm12

1*2*1 = ^1(621-^21) . /32ι = P-^2-

then consider the conditional distribution of Sι&2ι/M2-ι under the condition
that the first variate a?! is fixed. The conditional distribution of the
statistic
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ί= ̂ π? 1/̂ 2 = ̂ =^^=2 (3.10)
- 2 - 2 v

is the non-central ί-distribution of degrees of freedom of (n— 2) and
with the parameter

S = |i— L, (3.11)σι i/l— P2

i.e.,

f
21

Since the probability element of s\/σ{ is

i ••-?

2

the absolute distribution of r is given by

—1

which was to be derived.

§4. Hotelling's Γ2.(18) Let
•irr x t ^^. -y ̂  / N

and
Λ "V" f "V /Ί >K \r J£Γ \Γ %J\ — Λ. Λ. , î — Λ. Λ. 9

then the corresponding determinants are

n n
t I -̂ ^ _ _ j J O; I '̂ —^ ^ I

Λ. -—- ιb I /^ *^ioί 3ctι ivOC^Xj I y JΆ. I / _ j wiophjβ I y

As is well-known, Prof. H. Hotelling's square of the generalized
Student's ratio T2 is given by the equation

n A
A* <">p

n—I
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hence we have

Decompose A and A* into the products of residual variances, then
we have

A = ra*+1s?.23...fc s|.34...fc ...... *Lι* *2» (4.2)
Λ* - yj* Q^2 *^S ...... Q*2 .Q*2 f/f. 3^

/I - 76 «ι.23~.»**$li...fc ...... Sfc-l fc Sfc V.4. Oj

where, for instance, 5?.22...fc is sample residual variance of a?! when the
parameter c^ι = nι1—βl2m2 ••• — /3lfcmfc and /S12 , ••• ,/?ls. are all estimated,
and sf.|3...fc is the sample residual variance of a?! under the statistical
hypothesis Hl : aI = 0. Hence we have

A _ κ . β ;..».... *!.»«....
Ά %£ι.s»3...fc

σ2 34... fc ^fc-l fc °~fc

^V y^

(4.4)
#1.23 fc #2 34 .-f t QK-I TC Qk

4.1. We shall first consider the special case when

ml = m2 = = mfc-1 = 0 ,

i. e., the fc~th variate xk is uncorrelated with others all of which have
zero means.

If we consider the conditional distribution of x1 under the condi-
tion that the other variates x2, , #fc are fixed, then

and in this case it is clear that

βl7c = 0 , Λ! = 0 ,

hence the statistic

?1.23fc . fc <?l 23 fc

is distributed according to the G-distribution of degrees of freedom of
(1, n~K) and with the parameter
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i.e., for any #>0,

Γ /n—fc+l\
V 2 /

^l 23 . . f c

therefore, we have

aΛ = \ 2 f /
/ / W - f c X / r v J o

Y-L-Y

and consequently we have the probability element

(1 -̂ ' Ί* (4. 5)

Γfn— fc + lΛ

J A *"- (1 -̂ '

for the statistic ^^...fc/^a...*. It is evident from (4.5) that the dis-
tribution of the statistic ί 12.3... 6/^*23... t is independent of the condition-
ing variates#2, ...... , %k, and consequently ^I^S.-.K/^S...* ίs independent
of the other statistics

? ..... Qκ~ι κ QIC

n* '
\/2.34 fc

in the absolute sense.
If we denote the Beta-variate which has the density

by B^, then the following lemma is obtained.

Lemma 4.1. If the two Beta-variates Bμ_fc.fc and Bμ.v are mutually
independent in the stochastic sense, then

Bμ^.fcBμ.v = Bμ_fc. f c 4.v. (4. 6)

(4. 5) is equivalent to the equation

v£l 23 fc ~D ^ /f F7\
- i. = -Dn- Jb J_ V.^ •• ^

^1-23.- fc 2 * 2

Next, if we consider the conditional distribution of a?2 under the
condition that #3, , a?fc are fixed, then

and in this special case a2 = 0, because m2 — m3 = ••• = mfc-1 = 0 and
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β2fc — 0 . Hence, in a completely similar manner as above, we have

.— jfe -- n-+ j_
#2.34- ..fc 2 ' 2 '

and it is independent of all the remaining statistics in the stochastic
sense.

We proceed as above and get

<?3.45

(4.9)

Qjc—l Tc ~2~* ~2~

Finally the statistic

-(fff-

is distribution according to the G-distribution of degrees of freedom of
(1, w—1) and with the parameter

λ= 1 nml, (4.10)
^^fcfc

hence the probability element of q^/q* is

" -α-»)t'--i», (4.Π)

we shall denote the statistic qκ/qf symbolically as follows :

% = Σe-λ^B».1 i . (4.12)
qί ί̂ o v\ ~2- T+v

It follows from (4. 1), (4. 4), (4. 7), (4. 8), (4. 9) and (4. 12) that

T 2 2 * 2 2 * 2 2 * 2 v = 0 V ! 2 * 2

(4.13)_ _ _
2 * 2 2 * 2 2 * 2 2 * 2 "*"

The (v-fl)-th term of (4.13) will be reduced by means of Lemma 4.1 to
BM-fc ^ whence we get the probability element

2 " 2 +V '
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for the statistic Γ2/(n-l), where, of course,

37

4.2. The general case. If we transform the original variate

JC = (Xι , #2 » » #fc)

into

by the relation
= (2/ι» 2/2 >

*) - ϊA-J , (4.15)

then the mean value vector

m =(ml9 m2, ..., mfc)
of t) is obtained by

m = mΛ-2 . (4.16)

and k variates yl9 y2,..., y* are mutually independent in the stochastic
sense.

Let it be

0

0

0
m3

T ΛΛff ί -i + wtί

(4.17)
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8 = (zι, z2, ..., *ιύ=**) W

then it is easily seen that

E(zJ = E(zJ = ... = EfaΛ

and since Wis an orthogonal matrix, we have

(4.18)

i.e., k variates z19 ..., zk are uncorrelated with each other.
Since

z* =

it follows that

and since

β* =

and

B*-n (z19

we have

where

21

Hence we get the relation

1 +
?„ = A= ?
T2 A* B*

n-1
(4.19)

Applying the arguments of the special case to the transformed
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variate g, we have the probability element of T2/(n—T)9 which is given
by (4. 14) with the parameters

and

ml = Wλ W =

If we use the notation

n
(4.20)

the probability element of the statistic T2/(n—1) becomes

Γ(4~-

(4.12)
as was to be proved.

§5. Normal Regression Theory in Multivariate Case. In this sec-
tion, we shall consider the normal regression theory in the multivariate
case.

Let

Z = 12 (5.1)

be a w x s matrix of fixed variables of rank s, and

βιι β z\ ••• A

be a sxk matrix of unknown parameters. Further let it be

(E(xJ, E(xJ9 - , E(xJ) = Z B ,

and fc vector variates

ηi = xi-Z^βί, i = l, 2, —, fc

(5. 3)

(5.4)

are distributed according to yhe non-singular fc-dimensional normal
distribution of mean vector 0 and with variance-covariance matrix Λ.
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Denote the least-square estimate of βi9 which minimizes

(5.5)

by bt, ί = l, 2 ..... k, then it is seen that

bt = (Z'Zγ^Z''Xl, i = l, 2, ..., k,

or represented in terms of the error variates, we have

6<-A = (Z'Z)-1Z' 9 f, i = l, 2, .... k.

The residual yt for ηi is

ΐ = 1, 2, ... , fc

(5.6)

(5. 7)

Hence Z^ and y( are mutually independent in the stochastic sense.
Rows of the sxn matrix (Z' Z)~*Z' satisfy the orthogonality rela-

tions, and therefore we can choose a (n— S)XTO matrix V so that the
square matrix

p=
V

(5.8)

becomes an orthogonal one. Let it be

if.
f Ύlί 9 1 J-> ^9 (5.9)

then it follows that

ηi = P'ξ, = z(zfzγ^lξi +17'. 2f
Since (ZfZ}~%Zf Uf = O, it is easily seen that

yt = Γ/' jjf, , i = l,2, ..., fc

The variance-covariance matrix of vector variates

can be calculated as follows : Let

then we have

(5.10)

Σ Σ
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therefore the required variance-covariance matrix is A for all p. Hence,
if the condition

n— s^>k z

is satisfied, then the joint distribution of

has the probability element

1 n—s n—s—fc—1

n—s— k+ΐ\
2 I

Λ~ 2 Y 2-

exp -y^-1- y^F , (5. 12)

§ 6. Partial Correlation Coefficient. We shall consider a fc-dimen-
sional non-singular normal distribution with means m19 ..., mfc and
variance-covariance matrix A, and denote the residuals of x± and x2

when the other variates x3, ..., #fc are fixed by ^1.34...fc and ^2-34-..*
respectively, then

= m2+ Σ

(6.1)

The correlation coefficient p12,34...fc is the partial correlation coefficient
of #! and xz, and it is given as follows:

because

- Λ22

* 11 22

The conditional distribution of ^ .̂..j. and «72.34...fc, when #3, ..., a?fc

are fixed, has the probability element

2
— PΪ2-34...* \ ^(1 — pl2.34...fc)

(6.3)

where
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<rlu..«

-~2pl2.34...fc —

(6. 4)
σ2 34 >lί

If we denote the least-square estimates of

which minimizes

n

")*, P = l,ί

respectively, by

<V &i,3» ••-» bpκ> p = l,2,

then by the arguments given in § 5, the variates

2fr.34...fc,v = »ι,v— *p" fr^av-^a) — —&ι*(fffcv-£fc) f

p = 1,2; v = 1,2 ..., w

are independent of (62)3, ..., 6̂ ), 2? = 1,2, in the stochastic sense.
Let

-̂ 12 := V. ^3 — ̂ 3 > ^4 — ̂ 4 > *••' "^fc ^fc) >

then it follows that

l. P = l,2r (6.5)
and

y^4...» = (/— ίu(-*H-*ι,r ̂ 12)- *.*...* . P = 1,2 . (6. 6)

If we choose (w— fc— 2)xw matrix U such that the square matrix

p__

is an orthogonal matrix, and let it be

* * P = l,2, (6.7)

then the matrix

(2?!* 2^*2)

is a random sample of size (n— k— 2) from a two-dimensional normal
population (6. 3), and it is clear that
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IV 1-34 •• fc" 3^1'- ί . fc — 2»1 *2?Ί»

Now, by easy calculations, it is seen that

(6.8)

Whence we get the probability element of r12.34...fc as that of the inter-

class correlation coefficient calculated from the sample of size (n— k— 2);

i. e.,

JnV 12 '54..'fc)^^l2'34...fc

Γ2fn
ί - - W-fc + 1 ?7^fc^2 oo L \

~ i ~ - 2

(2pl2.34...Λ2.34...fc)
V ^l2.34...fc (6- 9)

or

,- (6.10)

§ 7. Bartlett's Decomposition Theorem. In 1933, Prof. M. S.
BartlettC20) gave the so-called " Bartlett's Decomposition Theorem " of

the Wishart distribution. In this section, we shall derive this theorem

by means of the normal regression theory in the multivariate case.

We shall first explain the theorem in spacial cases.

7.1. (i) Two varίates case. In this case, the joint distribution of
> ^22 9 are given by

If we put
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612 =

— ̂ 12^205-

^11^22-

m12

= m11-2b1

M
m'22

(7.2)

then we get by easy calculations

1<?, uλ.29 m2 2).
aCmj

Since
3(mn> w12, w22)

(7.3)

ι n

— V ΓΓrr —5 ϊ—ft Γίr~2~ 2-1 L\ *Ί<* ^l) U12\»^2

2

—~~ n I J O I o"~ ,

the joint distribution of ulm29

w2

.2> ̂ 22 the probability element

= 1̂(̂ 1.2 o-?.a) TFxCtΛn., σ-f.a w-2) - ίFxCm,, σ2

2 w-1) . (7. 4)

That is, that uL.2, ^n.2> ^22 are mutually independent in the stochastic
sense, and ulf2 is distributed according to Λ/XO, σ-f.2), W!!^/^^ is dis-
tributed recording to the chi-square distribution of degrees of freedom
of (n— 2), and m22/σi is distributed according to the chi-square distribu-
tion of degrees of freedom of (n— 1). (7.4) is the Bartlett's decomposi-
tion of the 2-dimensional Wishart distribution.

(ii) Three variates case. In this case the joint distribution of mn ,

^
13 >

^
22 >

exp

> ^33 has the probability element

/ 1 3

ί— oτ-Σ
-

m12, m13, m22 , m23

3

; Λ; w—

2 2
(7. 5)
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If we put

'13 9 ^23
m33

and

™ —-VΌ 2 — w — 9h ΎYί +b2 n) — ""ii"*^- ""13 _ ^22/it'll 3 / i **/l 3c6 //t ' j j ~^/jrC/j^f/ί'j3 ι^ t/13 "^33 "—~ —

m33

-3 = Σ »1 S« =
_- ^33

« = ι //&33

then it follows that

Since

1̂3̂ 11 + ̂ 23^21 "^"^-33^31 == 0 f

^13-̂ 12 "ί" ̂ 23^22 "^"^33-^32 ==: v) ,

multiply the first by λ13, the second by λ23, and add up, then we get

or

because λ13Λ13+λ23Λ23 + λ33Λ33 = 0. Therefore, we have

Λ / "\ \ 2 A "\ "y A / \ \2 \ 1

33_ — I IB_\ __ll_ + 2-._l»___2?___22. + (_J?_] ___22_+.

L \ λsa /Λ \ λ33 / Λ λ33 λ33 Λ \ λ33 / Λ X33

/Q -Λ-12 , /p2
3P23 A + P2A

Λ Λ Λ λ33

where it follows that

Q = Σ 4μJL m^ = 4^ (̂ 11+ ̂ 13^33) + 2 A- (ml2μv = J Λ Λ Λ

Λ Λ Λ 33

Λ
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-f /32

2

3m33) +2m13 (β1\ Λ

Λ

Λ λ,33

On the other hand, we have

M =

mn m12

m12 m22

m23

m13m23

Consequently, we have the decomposition

mn.3

e ^A

2~^~^.r
^ll 3 λ 12 3

ιra-3
2

where, of course,

^33

•̂3

_ ? 13^23

33

^

'33

The formula (7.8) may be written in the form

(7.7)

(7.8)
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W3(M; Λ; n-V) = )x

Xl2 3

;w-l), (7.9)

symbolically.
Next, if we put

05=1

Σ

because

1 — t>230

T, _
°23

M

_ I,
°13 2 9

2 3 3 2

and

then the probability element

W2(mll.3, m12.3, m22.3

can be decomposed into the product

Λ/Ί(^ι 23i σι 23) Wiίmuw', σf.23; n—2) T7ι(m22.3; σ-|.3; n—2) , (7.10)

where

Finally we have the decomposition

TF3(M; A ;

1.3, m12.3, m22.3;

n—2) W(m λ ^—1), (711)

which is the Bartlett's decomposition of the Wishart distribution in
three-varites case.
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7. 2. Bartlett's decomposition theorem in the general case. We shall
derive the Bartlett's decomposition theorem for fc-dimensional Wishart
distribution by means of the normal regression theory in multivariate
case described in section 6.

The population considered here has the probability element

and the conditional probability distribution of (#ι, ••• ,tffc-.ι) under the
condition that xk is fixed is the (k— l)-dimensional normal distribution
whose probability element is

exp - Σ . 12)

where

? = 1,2, — , fc- l

The least-square estimates a^9 bi1c9i = 1, 2, — , fc— 1 of
— , fc— 1 and the residual variates

, i = l,2, '••,&-]

are independent in the stochastic sense.
Since

* r, 1

, i = 1, 2,

the conditional joint distribution of the variates

» = l,2, »,fc-l (7.13)

is the (k—l)-dimensional normal distribution of zero means and
variance-covariance matrix
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= x«— JL , i, -,- = l, 0, ... , fc_l ,
\ λ fcfc '

The joint distribution of the elements of the matrix

YK = (yί fcyj fc) , ί, i = i, 2, ... , fc-i
is the Wishart distribution of (fc— l)-dimensions

*-2) (7.14)

All the distributions of the variates above considered are independent
of the conditioning variate # f c, so we have the following decomposition;
i.e.,

; A w-1) = N^(u^ , ... , u^.*;

•W^m^ ^ n-l}

The variates can be written in the form

Cr*; A™; n-V)

(7.15)

I ξt,n-* J

where the system of vectors

are the random sample of size (w— 2) from the (fc— l)-dimensional
normal distribution whose probability element was given by (7.10),
and Pfc is a nx(n- 2)-matrix depending only on the fc-th variate α?fc

and of which the rows satisfy the orthogonality conditions. Hence it
follows that, since

w-2

yί fcyj * = Σ ξt*ξj* > i,f = ι>2, ••• > k-i ,
Λ=l

the joint distribution of Yk is determined completely by the joint
distribution of ξl9 ξ2, — , fn-2 .

If we apply the above arguments to the joint distribution of
l : i » i : 2 » ' " > l : n - 2 » tlιen the following decomposition can be obtained; i.e.,

; w-3)
!,^!^; λ,^,, !̂̂ ; w-2) , (7. 16)

where
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w-2
V £ **&' 7—1 9 ... fr- 9
/ i ζfc—1> Λ^Jίΰύ 9 " J"> ^> > ^ "̂ '

Λ = J.

•A-»-!,» f*-ι,.. » = 1.2...., fc-2,
and

^»-ι^4rt4 ,, , , j = i, 2,..., fe -2,

Thus we can obtain successively the decomposition of the Wishart
distribution into the product of the normal variates, chi-sqnare varίate,
and Wishart distribution of reduced dimensions by one, and all of them
are mutually independent in the stochastic sense absolutely. The
Bartlett's decomposition of the Wishart distribution can be easily
obtained in this manner.

(Received February 26, 1953)
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